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Illinois Natural History Survey 
_ ... -
---A Divi.\ion of the Department of Energy and Natural Resources --•••'-
River Research Laboratory, Box 599, Havana, Illinois 62644, (309) 543 3950 
July 14, 1988 
Dear Mississippi Flyway Technical Section Representative: 
The Environmental Issues Committee has been requested to review available 
material on No. F steel shot and the need for additional research and to 
provide a summary plus recommendations for Technical Section consideration at 
the summer meeting. Although emphasis is to be placed on the issue of shot 
sizes used for waterfowl hunting, the Flyway Council did not necessarily want 
us to limit our report to No. F steel shot. 
Enclosed is a copy of our report to be given on 28 July. We wanted you 
to receive this report for your familiarization before the meeting. The 
Environmental Issues Committee interacted with the Chairman of the Research 
Committee, Dr. Vernon Wright, during the preparation of this report. 
Please note on page 8 that we have requested the state representatives 
to discuss and vote their belief on at what level (national, flyway, or state) 
restrictions on shot size should occur. 
We have included background and supplemental information in the table, 
figures, and appendix of the report. The Flyway Council went on record in 
1958 supporting quality hunting and management of waterfowl (Appendix 1). 
There was little available information to draw upon for preparing this 
report. The Committee hopes that the report is suitable for discussion and 
formulating proper decisions by the Tech Section, Council, and perhaps other 
agencies. 
Recommendations by the committtce are included in the report. These 
recommendations can be amended after discussion in the general session. Vern 
Wright will present the discussion and recommendations at the meeting. 
SPH:kr 
Sincerely yours, 
/~p~ 
Stephen P. Havcra 
Chairman, 
Environmental Issues Committee 
Environmental Issues Committee Report Concerning Steel No. F Shot 
28 July 1988 
There has been discussion as to whether No. F steel shot should be permitted 
to be used as a commercial product for the taking of waterfowl because of concerns 
about excessive crippling, unethical hunter behavior (skybusting), and hunter 
safety. The Mississippi Flyway Council requested in March 1988, that the Flyway 
Technical Section review relevant available information on the issue of No. F steel 
shot and provide a summary plus recommendations at the July 1988 meeting. 
The Planning Committee of the Mississippi Flyway Council prepared a 
report entitled "Waterfowl Management and Quality Hunting" in 1958. The 
report dealt with qualitative management of waterfowl, including intangibles 
such as ethics, esthetics, culture, traditions, and sportsmanship. The 
report "Waterfowl Management and Quality Hunting" was adopted by the 
Mississippi Flyway Council as a supplement to the "Guide to Mississippi Flyway 
Waterfowl Management" during the executive session of the Council meeting, 
August 3, 1961. Selected pages from the "Waterfowl Management and Quality 
Hunting" report arc included in Appendix 1. Essentially, the Flyway Council 
adopted a position that quality, including esthetics, is important to 
waterfowl management and hunting. 
With the conversion to the use of nontoxic shot for the taking of waterfowl, 
nontoxic shotgun shells have been developed with a variety of new components. One 
of the shells placed on the market in 1986 was a 3-inch 12-gauge load of No. F 
(0.220-inch diameter) steel shot for goose hunting. A typical 3-inch, 12-gauge 1 
1/4 oz. F steel shot load contains 48 pellets. In a letter dated 19 February 1988, 
Winchester Division/Olin Corporation questioned whether large steel shot (No. F) 
and the recently-announced 3 1 /2-inch, 12-ga uge shotgun shell should be legal for 
sport hunting of waterfowl in the Mississippi Flyway (C.E. Becker, Mississippi 
Flyway Council Technical Section Minutes, 19 February 1988, Appendix F). 
In this analysis, we examine the history of Federal restrictions on firearms 
and ammunition for waterfowl hunting, assess the current situation in states in the 
Mississippi Flyway with regard to shot size, present the research findings of 
studies conducted on No. F steel shot, and propose recommendations for future 
shotgun shell restrictions. 
History of Federal Restrictions 
The first nationwide restrictions on firearms and ammunition, which prohibited 
the usc of big bore punt and swivel guns for the taking of migratory game birds, 
was established on 31 July 1918. According to a memorandum dated 25 January 1968 
(to William D. Snow, U.S. Game Management Agent, Augusta, Maine, and from Charles 
H. Lawrence, Chief, Division of Management and Enforcement), "The Federal 
regulation established in 1918 pursuant to the provisions of the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act provided, 'Migratory game birds ... may be taken during the open season 
with a gun only, not larger than 10-gaugc, fired from the shoulder .. .' 
Subsequently, the gun regulation was amended to confine the taking of migratory 
birds to a shotgun incapa blc of holding more than three shells in the magazine and 
chamber combined." Because of the destruction they wrought when fired into rafted 
waterfowl, at least 6 states preceded the Federal regulations in outlawing the big 
bore punt guns. The 3-shell restriction went into effect in 1935, the same 
year the use of live decoys and bait for the taking of migratory birds was 
completely banned (U.S. Dept. In tcr., Fish and Wildlife Service. 1975. Final 
environmental statement for the issuance of annual regulations permitting the 
sport hunting of migratory birds). 
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In 1974, Federal regulations were proposed to require the use of nontoxic 
(steel) shot instead of lead shot in shotgun shells used for hunting waterfowl as a 
means of reducing losses due to lead poisoning (U.S. Dept. Inter., Fish and 
Wildlife Service. 1975). Nontoxic shot will be required for all waterfowl hunting 
in the United States beginning with the 1991-1992 season (U.S. Dept. Inter., Fish 
and Wildlife Service. 1986. Final supplemental environmental impact statement: 
use of lead shot for hunting migratory birds in the United States). 
To our knowledge, nationwide restrictions have never been promulgated for the 
length or capacity of shotgun shells; amount, size, or shape of shot; or other 
physical properties of ammunition. Color coding of shotgun shells (e.g., red or 
green for 12-gauge, yellow for 20-gauge) was voluntary on the part of the industry. 
We are also unaware of any restrictions on firearms and/or ammunition, either past 
or present, that were established at the flyway level. 
In summary, Federal regulations currently restrict firearms and ammunition 
used for waterfowl hunting nationwide in the United States to: (1) shoulder-
mounted shotguns (2) with maximum 3-shell capacity and (3) shells not larger in 
diameter than 10-gauge (4) loaded with nontoxic (steel) shot. 
Current State Restrictions 
A poll of the 14 states in the Mississippi Flyway revealed that 5 currently 
have state-wide restrictions on the maximum size of steel shot used for waterfowl 
hunting (Table 1). Of these, 1 state permits a maximum of No. BBB, 3 states permit 
a maximum of No. T, and 1 state permits a maximum of No. F. Two additional states 
restrict the size of shot on some areas. When and where lead shot is (was) legal, 
the same 5 states restrict the maximum size to No. BB. The only other state 
restrictions on ammunition involves limitations on the number of shells in 
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possession on specific areas; 7 states have such restrictions (Table 1). 
Research Findings of No. F Steel Shot 
To date, there have been two research studies completed on No. F steel shot 
regarding its effectiveness for taking Canada geese (Mississippi Flyway Council 
Technical Section Minutes, February 1988, Appendix F). One study was completed by 
the Illinois Department of Conservation (!DOC) and the other study was done by a 
consultant for the Cooperative Lead Poisoning Control Information Program (CLPCIP). 
The IDOC study compared the effectiveness, hunter preference, and safety of 
Winchester sizes BBB (0.190-inch diameter), Winchester T (0.200-inch), and Federal 
F (0.220-inch) steel shot in 3-inch, 12-gauge shells for hunting Canada geese 
during the 1986 waterfowl season. A total of 373 No. BBB, 362 No. T, and 417 
No. F steel shot shells were fired by 29 hunters who spent 268 days afield and 
bagged 326 Canada geese. On the basis of data reported by hunters, the 3 
test shells performed similarly with respect to geese hit (40.3-45.0 per 100 
shells), geese knocked down (30.7-35.1), geese bagged (25.4-31.1), and geese lost 
as cripples (13.9-14.9). IDOC cone! uded that steel shot sizes BBB, T, and F shot 
in the 3-inch, 12-gauge shells tested were about equal in effectiveness for hunting 
Canada geese in Illinois. The consensus of opinion among the hunters who shot 
these different loads at geese was that Nos. BBB and T shot shells were more 
effective than the No. F, the No. F posed a potential hunter safety problem, and 
the No. F could encourage "skybusting" and degrade hunting quality. IDOC 
recommended from this study that the size No. T steel shot and No. BB lead shot 
limitations for shotgun shells should remain in Illinois. 
The CLPCIP study tested the exterior and terminal ballistic performance of a 
generic 3-inch, 12-gauge 1 1/4 oz. load of No. F steel shot provided by Winchester 
during the 1986-1987 and 1987-1988 waterfowl seasons. These shells were used to 
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harvest three large races of Canada geese. Terminal ballistics testing data 
analysis was confined to examination of x-rays and necropsies of 78 one-shot 
kill Canada geese collected and field records concerning the fate of the total 
of 133 Canada geese struck with the load. All testing was performed by one expert 
gunner. Data available thus far on this study are from a preliminary CLPCIP 
report. Data and findings from the final report of this study may further our 
knowledge of No. F steel shot. 
The CLPCIP study found that the No. F load tested exhibited the poorest 
bagging performance and highest crippling loss of any steel shot load and steel 
pellet size (No. 2, No. 1, No. BB, No. BBB, and No. T) tested to date for taking 
Canada geese. The maximum effective range for this No. F shot shell was found to 
be approximately 35 to 40 yards. The overall crippling loss of 41.4% was also the 
highest crippling rate of any steel shot load tested by the CLPCIP. The study 
cited the rapid falloff beyond 35-40 yards in bagging success and the rapid 
increase in wounding losses demonstrated by the No. F steel test load was 
significantly correlated with pattern density. Primarily modified and improved 
cylinder chokes were used in the study. 
CLPCIP concluded that the tested load of No. F steel was inefficient for 
harvesting Canada geese and caused an exceptionally high crippling rate at ranges 
over 35-40 yards. CLPCIP has previously demonstrated that steel shot sizes of Nos. 
BB, BBB, and T in 3-inch, 12-gauge loads proved lethal and efficient for harvesting 
large races of Canada geese out to 60, 65, and 70 yards, respectively. 
Testing by the Winchester Division/Olin Corporation found that No. F steel 
launched with a nominal velocity of 1350 fps retained 16.0, 5.3, and 1.4 ft/lbs of 
per-pellet energy at 50, 100, and 200 yards, respectively, and all were higher than 
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No. T steel or No. BB lead (C.E. Becker, Mississippi Flyway Council Technical 
Section Minutes February 1988, Appendix F). The retained energy was enough to 
penetrate ballistics gelatin to 2.94 and to 1.23 inches at 50 and 100 yards, 
respectively. Winchester expressed concern for the potential for injury to persons 
in hunting situations where blinds are less than 150 yards apart and the 
possibility of damage to vehicles or structures within 150 to 200 yards of a 
shooting site. Winchester also cautioned about potential for barrel damage to 
shotguns with integral chokes or screw-in choke systems. However, testing of No. F 
shot by Federal Cartridge Co. has resulted in no problem with barrel damage 
(Bill Stevens, Mississippi Flyway Council Technical Section Minutes, February 1988, 
Page 20). 
To date, only the 3-inch, 12-gauge No. F shot shells have been tested, and 
those have only been field tested on harvesting Canada geese. No data is available 
for No. F shot in the 3 1/2-inch 10-gauge shells or for the new 3 1/2-inch 12-gauge 
shells. Nor is data available for the No. F, 3-inch, 12-gauge shell for harvesting 
other species of geese such as snow and white-fronted geese (Tom Roster, 
Mississippi Flyway Council Technical Section Minutes, February 1988, Appendix F). 
Recommendations 
Shell length. Although Federal regulations established the maximum diameter 
(10-gauge) for shotgun shells for waterfowl hunting nationwide 70 years ago, the 
subject of shell length has never been addressed. Length obviously functions hand-
in-hand with diameter in determining the amount of shot and powder contained in 
shells. Over the years, the 1 0-ga uge restriction has been circumvented, in part, 
by increasing the length of shells. In 1912, before restrictions were implemented, 
the 8-gauge shell contained 1 3/4 ounces of lead shot (Fig. 1). Most shotgun 
shells available in 1923 contained a maximum of 1 1/4 ounces of lead shot (Figs. 2 
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and 3). In 1933, most shells still contained a maximum of 1 1 I 4 ounces of lead 
shot and their length did not exceed 2 3/4 inches (Fig 4). By comparison, today's 
3-inch, 12-gauge shells contain a maximum of 1 7/8 ounces of lead (I 3/8 ounces of 
steel) shot and 3 1/2-inch, 10-gauge shells contain a maximum of 2 1/4 ounces of 
lead (1 3/4 ounces of steel) shot--more that the 1 3/4 ounces of lead shot in 8-
gauge shells that were outlawed. When loaded with 1 l/4 ounces of steel No. BBB or 
No. T shot, the 3-inch, 12-gauge shell is effective in harvesting Canada geese up 
to 65-70 yards (T. Roster, Mississippi Flyway Council Technical Section Minutes, 
February 1988, Appendix F). 
If shell diameter is to continue to be restricted nationwide by Federal 
regulations, length should also be restricted nationwide by Federal regulations. 
Thus, we recommend petitioning the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to formulate 
Federal regulations that govern the length of shotgun shells used for waterfowl 
hunting throughout the United States. 
Although we make no specific recommendations as to the maximum allowable 
len~th of shotgun shells, we point out that 3 1/2-inch, 10-gauge shells have been 
manufactured and marketed by all 3 ammunition companies for many years. Also, we 
consider it impractical to establish maximum lengths that differ from gauge to 
gauge. In other words, the same maximum allowable length should apply to all 
shotgun shells regardless of diameter. 
Shape of Shot. Although shot used for waterfowl hunting in the United States 
has traditionally been spherical in shape, there is no legal deterrent to the 
development of other configurations. Given the nature of free enterprise, 
methodologies for making shotgun shells loaded with mini-darts or other shapes of 
shot with potential effective ranges exceeding 100 yards are certain to be 
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perfected. By virtue of neglect, we arc encouraging the development of such 
methodologies. Thus, we recommend petitioning the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
to formulate Federal regulations that govern the shape of shot in shotgun shells 
used for waterfowl hunting throughout the United States. At the very least, highly 
elongated, dart-like shot should be banned. 
Size of Shot. The central issue here is whether restrictions on the size of 
shot in shotgun shells used for waterfowl hunting should be promulgated at the 
national level, at the flyway level, or remain at the discretion of the individual 
states. In this regard, we believe the Technical Section should submit to the 
democratic process whereby the state representatives properly discuss the issue and 
vote their convictions as to what level (national, flyway, or state) 
restrictions on shot size should occur. A conccnsus will constitute the 
recommendation made to the Council. 
As for the specific matter of effectiveness or ineffectiveness of No. F steel 
shot for hunting waterfowl, it is the Environmental Issues and Research 
Committees' opinion that the available data arc insufficient to make a 
decision. Thus, additional field testing is warranted. 
We offer the following recommendations: 
1. No. F steel shot in 3-inch, 12-gauge loads should be field tested, 
including a design to measure crippling rates, on other species of geese, such 
as snow geese and white-fronted geese; 
2. Various 3-inch, 12-ga uge No. F steel shot shells and loads made by 
different manufacturers should be tested ballistically to determine if the 
various shell components used by the manufacturers may have an effect on the 
performance of No. F steel shot for harvesting various species of geese; and 
3. A shotgun shell with the capacity to hold at least 64 No. F steel shot, 
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which is equivalent to the number of No. T steel shot in the 3-inch, 12-gauge 
shells found effective for hunting Canada geese (CLPCIP, IDOC studies) should be 
f.iliQ. tested. The new 3 1/2-inch, 12-gauge shell appears well suited for this 
purpose. 
The Cooperative Lead Poisoning Control Information Program (CLPCIP) seems the 
logical instrument for coordinating the further testing of No. F steel shot. We 
anticipate that after additional information is available on various No. F steel 
shot loads, a reasonable decision can be made with regards to its effectiveness and 
safety, as well as its needs. 
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MISSISSIPPI FLYWAY COUNCIL 
Recommendation No. 
Subject 
Possible Federal regulations affecting shotgun shell length, shot shape, and shot 
size. 
Recommendation 
(1) Petition the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to formulate federal regulations 
governing the maximum length of shotgun shells used for waterfowl hunting throughout 
the United States. 
(2) Petition the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to formulate Federal regulations 
governing the shape of shot in shotgun shells used for waterfowl hunting throughout 
the United States. 
(J) Endorse the additional ballistical and field testing of No. F steel shot 
loads. 
Justification 
Little research on the effectiveness of No. F steel loads for harvesting waterfowl 
has been conducted. Additional information is needed to determine whether No. F 
steel loads are effective in harvesting Canada and other species of geese, delineating 
potential damage to gun barrels, and determining if hunter safety is satisfactory. 
Given the restriction on the gauge of shotgun shells allowable for sport hunting 
of waterfowl in the United States, other issues complement the shot size topic, 
such as possible Federal regulations on the shape of shot and the maximum allowable 
length of shotgun shells. 
Action: 
Approved by Technical Section Date 
Approved by Council Date 
--------------------------------------------
Table 1. Restrictions on the size of shot and the number of shotgun shells 
used for waterfowl huntin5 in the 14 states in the Mississippi Flyway. 
State 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Ohio 
Tennessee 
Wisconsin 
awhen and where legal. 
bDiameter in inches. 
Maximum Shot Size 
(statewide) 
Steel Lead a 
T (0.200)b BB (0. 180) 
T BB 
T BB 
nr nr 
nrd nr 
F (0. 22) BB 
nr nr 
nre nr 
nr nr 
nr nr 
nr nr 
nr nr 
nr nr 
BBB(0,190) BB 
cNo restriction. 
d No T on selected areas. 
,\ 
eNo. BBB on selected areas. 
Number of Shotgun Shells 
(selected areas) 
nrc 
25 
-
some duck areas 
10 - some goose areas 
8 - some goose areas 
nr 
10 - some goose areas 
nr 
nr 
6 
-
some goose areas 
25 - some duck areas 
10 - some goose areas 
nr 
nr 
nr 
I 
I 
.:•::-' 
,. 
~-[ 
• .
' 
a hundred 
'9:.2 
a cue of 
·soo 
THE LONC BRASS CUP PROTECTS THE SHELLS, KEEPS OUT 
MOISTURE AND MAKES THEM BETTER, STRONGER, SAFER 
,. 
PRICES -------------------------------------------~··-'®~·------------
Figure 1· Shotgun shells 1 isted in Sears catalog in 1912. This was one of the lAst year 
Sears 1 isted the 8-gauge shotgun shell. 
Field and Stream-November~ 1923 
d gatne birds fly? fast o . 
I N TESTS of millions ofloads, du Pont Powder averages 4% 
greater velocity (greater effective 
range); 6% better pattern (more 
even spread of shot), and xoo/o less 
breech pressure (greater margin of 
safety). 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS 
&: CO., Inc. 
Sporting Po-wdm Dm'sion 
Wumington, Delaware 
KlND OF BIRD 
Plover 
FEET PER SECOND 
AVERAGE FLIGHT 
Jack Snipe 
Ruffed Grouse 
Q!ail 
Mallard 
Black Duck 
Prairie Chicken 
Dove 
Blue Bill 
Wild Goose 
Red Head 
Canvasback 
50-80 
65 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
85 
110-140 
110-125 
120 
145 
M EASURING the flight of birds is not an exact science but most authorities 
agree that a wild goose will average a rate 
of from 110 to 125 feet per second. A 
12-gauge shell loaded with 3~ drams 
du Pont Po"wder, 178 ounces No. 2 chilled 
shot, gives an average velocity of 736 feet 
per second at 40 yards. · 
833 
SHOOT DUPONT POWDERS 
----~~~-----------------------------------------------
Figure 2. Shotgun shells advertised in Field and Stream manazine in 1923. 
10-Cau~ro 
Pointer 
Smoke leas 
Shells. 
Loadt!d With 
Drop Shot. 
Com_p~re Our Prices 
' With Others 
Shipping Weight. 
Box of 25 Shells .............. , ....... S lba. 
Box of SO Shells ••• , ••••• , •• , • , • , • , .•• 7;., lbs. 
Box of 100 Shells .... , .•. • ..... , ....... 14 lbs. 
Box of 500 Shells .................... .. 65 lbs. 
li" ~..s"l 
The lona- brau cup protecll the ahella, 
keepa out molature and makea th•m bot-
ter, atronrtr and aahr, 
Cuaranteed hl11h qualltr In nloclty, 
~pattern and ~netratlon. 
All Pointer Shells are landed with a high 11rade 
smokeleu bulk powder of a hard, clean irnln. 
Primecl with a poworful nitro primer oet 111 a (Ia .. 
ti11ht battery cup. lnstantaneoua linltlon. Loaded 
by automatic machinery, rruaranteeine uniformity. 
Pointer shoils are the Ideal sheila to 'uoe In map-
zlne1 double or sin~le (IUns for trap or field use. 
Sola exclusively by us. · 
If you want to determine the freight charge a on a 
case of SOO sheila weiJ!hln~t 65 pounda, to varloua 
central points, refer to the list of cities shown be-
low, By taking the city nearest to where you live, 
you can approximately determine what the charges 
would be on a case of shells shipped to your town. 
Gra 01 
· of 0. Stzo 
Cataloc Smok.. f • of 
No. p~e.,!~tr S~t ~i!~ 
equal to 
B~!~f Por 
25 tOO 
Sholl a • Sheila 
6N271'/, -2-,--~ --
:~m~: ora1m, 1 ~~: 2 86c 
20-Cauge Pointer 
Smokeless Sheila. 
Loaded With 
Drop Shot. 
Craiat 
of ...._ Slat Ptr p 
Cataloc Smoke- '(,1 ot Boz of er 
No. P~~~., S~>ot ~~~r s~~ua s~. 
equalto O<Uy 
6N274'/o 2' 71 'No:4 --:~mY;: ora~. i'S ~~:~ 8Sc $3.30 $16.25,$32.50 
Sheila Cannot Bo Shipped by Parcel Post. 
A good way ls to buy In caoe Iota and have them 
come to you by frei11ht. You then effect a 11reat savin11 
in carrying charieL 
See approximate Crei11ht charges at bottom of PBi< 
for case lots. 
12-Cauge Only. 
A c:aae o! 500 
weig-ha . 
about 65 pounds. 
A good grade smokeless powder ahell. These sheila are 
loaded with a 1100d 11rade bulk: emokeleu powder, quick, 
clean and powerful. Mallard sheila are cuaranteed to 
be uniform and have a low breech pressure. They are 
primed with a powerful No. J primer and will be found 
highly satisfactory for all kinds of pme shootlni· Sold 
in 12-gauge only, Buy them by the caS<! and effect a savinll 
in frei11ht charges. A case weigha about 63 pounds. Note 
the list below llivloi freight rates to various points. 
Sheila Are Unmailable. 
Per 
1,000 
Sheila 
Figure 3. Shotgun shells listed in Sears catalog in· 1923. 
fJ/GHEST 
QUALITY 
Non-Cortosi~ 
PRIMERS 
••• YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER ••• 
NO MATTER WHAT YOU PAY! 
Buyinl many rnilliono or shelh annually and aellin1 them dir~t to you rrom the 
manuf•C'tur~r.ena.bles us to ofrrr you the highest arade ammunition It Kreat aavin~s. 
Qu~ l"!'mumt•on II manufactured and quality i\!Br&ntetd by ODt or the lUitS\ rae• 
tone• 1n Amtnta. 
WE GUARA~TEE thet our manufae.turer mekeo our Sport Loado in euctly the 
oame way as I hear aw.> nationally adver\loed brands, which sell et much hi~~:her prices. 
Ammunition h Not Mailable. Not Prepaid. 
Firearms nnd 
Ammunition 
Not Sold 
To Minors 
SHIPPING WEIGHTS 
~~ Boxes ~~ Si>ells llloxes __ _ 
25 I 4 25 I 2 lbo. 
10() 4 _1_4_ 100 --.- Sibs: 
--soo- __ 2_0 __ c;r- ~)()--~ 201bi': 
• SH UN' • 
5-pl) 
thoroughly 
w•ttr• 
ptoohd 
PIPtr tube 
MALLARD Sport Loads-Smokeless Powder 
Ammunition 
Not Mallabl•. 
Shipped by 
Fr•lrht or Ea• 
-XTRA-RANGE Sport Loads-S.mokeless.Powder ! 
pr•••· 
For Aft Around Shoo tine 
E;{.~~1~~t:· 13 IIVsl ~ II g~ !HI 65c I $12.40 
E=~~~~~~.:·· I3114\ 1Vsl i ~~ §~ iUI 6Sc 112.4° 
Rabbits, 
pheasanu 
or quail 
Early ducko 
Trap 
Load 
Loadod with Chlllod Shot 
13 II% I c~.16 DM 42;1 69c I $13.00 
131141 wsl~ ~~II 8~ ~HI69c l I3.oo 
13 II% I~~ \6 OM 4301 6Sc I 12.40 
12-Cuar• Open Loada 2,.. Inch•• Lonr Alt., Fired 
~~:J"o"un.\r 13 I IVa 1~\j~:l~ g~ ~~31 69c I $13.00 
Jli·-Caur• 2)\t Jnch .. Lon I' Alt.r Find 
Early duckt, 1231.411 I 4 16 OM 43~~· 62 ·~ $11 80 p[.~~~~'n'i. /4 ~ 3 g~ as c • 
u:!r,:;~~~·· 12% II is ch.l6 DM 4391 65c I I2.40 phrcuanta 
20-Caure 2~ Inch .. Lonr Alter Fired 
lnoroase Kllllne Range by,1D Yards 
-Hirh brau cup add, to llriOJlh and uhty and luapl ahell 
mohtureproor. 
-Prorreuha burnlnr powder. 
-ln•tanlaneou, lrnhlon. -Non-corroalwe primer. 
-Powder und In 12·raura Sport Loada produc .. 'f'alocltJ' •quh·a· 
lent to 3}4 drama o( rerular amokel .. , powder. 
-Other r•uru ln proportion. 
Etch botch of powdtr h cardully tutrd for nlochy and nrenrth. 
LoarJiue machine~ are •dcntlflcallr adjul\eod to load thelll whh the 
nact ·quantity or fJOwder, pre~o:isely the correct ldnd aud amount of 
w;;,ddln1. and correct weiKht or •Phtric~;LI aad 1i:ted 1hot, SbeUt are 
\\'Dlerproofed inside and out. Not M~l•ble. !\ot Prepa,jd, 
Maximum Load Pro,resslvo Burnrn, Powd•r 
12-Caur• Sheila 2~ Inch .. Lonr AlLer Fired. 1-Jirh Braaa Bau 
'Kind of Oz. Size Chll· CatliOi Boa: 25 c ... 500 
Game Shot lrd Shol No. Shell& ~
Lar1e duck. ---
Turkey, I% 2C 6 OM 47~ 8Sc $I6.40 Gu1e, 4C 6 OM 47 
Brarll. 5C 6 OM 477 
[)ucl.: • and 1% ,~cc 6 OMFS SSe 1'6.40 Pheaunu 6 OM 79 
Gee1e 
-1% rfr~p 6 OM 480 sse l6JO 
Deer, Moon:, Slnei~ ----
Wohu and Uall or Pumkia 6 DM 490 SSe 16.40 Larr~ Game R;o,JI.Orop Shot 
JI-Caur• Sh•lla 2'h Inch .. Lonr A her Fired. Hlrh Brau Ba .. 
f.:arreduck, 1111.1 4C I pM 48~ I I b~~:.'orant · 18 ,~cc 6 g~ ~g 3 79c $15.20 
2G-Caure Shelh 2~ lnchea Lane 'Alter Flr•d 
Hlrh Draaa Ban 
I ~g 1 ~ g~ ~u 1 79c 1 s1s.2o 7~C GDM486 Larreo Duc.k, ~!~:.vBrant It 
~:~~~:ii'• 12% I % I g \g g~ H~l 62t 1 $11.80 Squlrrelo, 4Jo-Caura Sholla l~ Inch•• Lonr Altor flrw 
Early duclu 12V4 I 'Is is ch.l6 DM 4431 65c I 12.40 R~~~~u. I %I ,tgc I i g~ aU I 52c I $9.80 
IFLE CAilTR 
Rim Fire 
Cartrid&es 
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PREFACE 
The f'unctirm of the Mississippi Flyr,ray's Planning Committee is to 
look for shortcomings in the Flyway's waterfowl management program, as 
evidenced by comparing the aims given in the Management Guide with the 
actual accomplishments to date. Last year's annual report by this 
Connnittee concluded with a section captioned "Looking Ahead". Ten facets 
of management which will require the concerted efforts of the Council 
during the present decade were listed. 
Upon reviewing this list, the Planning Committee was especially con-
cerned about the significance of the concept of qualitative management, 
and selected this as the subject of its annual report. 
The full report including a policy and standards, was ad0pted by the 
Mississippi Flyway Council as a supplement to the Guide to Mississippi 
Flyway Waterfowl Management during the executive session of the Council 
meeting in St. Louis, :tvlo. , August 3 1 1961. 
The contents of this report may be quoted, if proper acknowledgment 
is given to the Mississippi Flyway Council. 
The Planning Committee 
Arthur s. Hallkins, Chairman 
William G. Leitch 
Thomas R. Evans 
Richard K. Yancey 
Fran c. Gjlletc, Ex-officio 
Allan T. Studholme, Ex-officio 
Edited by Ruth L. Hine 
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THE PROBLEM 
One of the facets of 'Jaterfowl··~~magement is so fundamental, so badly 
neglected, and so .urgent .that it deserves full attention. It has· been * 
·called the qualitatiye ·aspect of m~hagernent or qualitative manage~ . 
.Although the word "quality" falls far short of describing the subject at 
hand, the problems of management do fall 'conveniently into two bl"oad 
groupings: those which are related to quality as 'opposed to those related 
to quantity. The quantitative aspect of management involves numbers of 
birds, acres of land, and dollar costs; in other words, the· tangible values. 
Ip contrast, qualitative management ,is concerned.':w_i~f1_th~-~nt~glbles: \ ~/ ~ 
et!llc:s, _est?etic~, cul t.ure, traditions, and .E3P_(;)E~~~-~~~.P. This report ~ 
deals primarily with t~1ese intangibles. . 
.We commenct?d this stucy iTi th a thorough review of Aldo Leopold's 
writings becam:e no 'one els'e before or since has given these intangibles 
comparable consideration. v:e found .his wr:i ti!'gs so refreshing and to the 
point that perti:J.ent . statemEnts have· been ext=c~cted and placed in an 
appendix to this report for your information (Appendix A). 
GENERAL CONCLuSIONS AND: RECOMMENDATIONS )i · 
--·- ·--··-----~~--.~-
The following general conclusions and recommendations are given here 
· for quick reference and so th~~ you mfl'Y better weigh the analysis which 
follows: ·;l ..: 
We conclude that: 
1. The function of management is to preserve not oilly·the ·resource 
itself, but also its full recreational attributes. 
,; : 
2. The intan3ible value~ of the resource which may equal or exceed 
t:be tanr~·01~ values pr~sently are largely ignored both in manage-
llif'Ut p2.:·::ming and in arriving at a monetary figure for comparison 
with pu:·'31y eL:J:Jomic considerations. This results in a wastage 
of potential 1enefits to people, and places the wildlife resource 
at an unfair. disadvantage in all cost-benefit comparisons. 
3· It is unrealiRtic to expect a resource (including both birds and 
their be.bi ta·c), which is becoming less abundant and which in many 
areas'is.already over-utilized, to supply unl.imited recreational 
demands. 
4. It is realistic to enact management measures which·will hold the 
recreational use of this resource vri thin the capability of the 
resource to st~pply a satisfying brand of recreation, but such con- ( 
trol must be exercised. within the traditional· and legislative 
framework vrhich deeds this· resource to all the people. 
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5. It is dem•cratic te apply any necessary c~ntr~ls wit~ut discrimina-
ti~n, but it is undemocratic t~ se manage the resource that its 
recreati~nal attributes bec~me diluted bey~nd the point where dis-
criminating petJple can obtain enjl'lyment and satisfaction. Therefore, 
pr~vision sh~uld be made for discriminating pe~ple as well as for 
those whose tastes are less well devel~ped. 
6. 
7· 
Qualitative values are reduced or destroyed by ~ver-crowding ~n an ~ 
area, unnecessary ~r excessive regimentation, introducing unnatural 
objects to the landscape, removing the element of uncertainty and 
suspense, making things too easy for the hunter, and unsportsmanlike 
conduct. 
Qualitative values are enhanced by reasonable solitude, ·attractive \ 
natural surroundings, suspense and excitement, rugged exercise, a 
chance for using skill and obtaining a trophy, birds that behave 
naturally, and an atmosphere full of outdoor flavor and sporting 
traditions. 
8. Management's present ability to promote quality and cope with its 
problems lags far behind its technical skills toward manag.ing the 
birds and their habitat. 
9. Qualitative considerations shculd become an integral part of manage- J 
ment plans and operations on all public hunting areas and to the 
extent possible on all types of areas. 
We recommend that: . 
1. The Council take positive action in behalf of qualitative management 
by: 
a. Recognizing that quality control on most public hunting areas 
needs improvement. 
b. Adopting a policy and a code ~f standards to serve as a guide 
to improving the quality ~f hunting and other public use on 
all publicly-owned areas. 
c. Determining what readjustments in present procedures for 
licensing hunters, financing programs, and managing areas 
would be required to strike a balance between supply and 
demand, thereby permitting adoption of agreed upon standards 
of quality. · 
d. Promoting a long-range educaticnal program designed to 
increase public appreciation of the many values that 
this resnurce offers. 
( 
c·.·. 
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2. The Planning Committee be charged with the resp~nsibility of 
reporting annually nn the progress of qualitative management in 
this Flywa~. 
,. 
POLICY ON QUALITA'riVE MANAGEMENT 
It is Council policy to recognize that (a) the waterfowl resource has 
b_oth tangible and intangible values; (b) the intangible values, uhich 
include the esthetic, educational, cultural, and traditinnal aspects of 
wildf'owl and "i-Tildfrn.;l hunting, the there.peutic attrj.butes 1 the opportunity 
.for vigorous exercise, and the ·chance to practice a wide variety of skills, 
unquestionably outweign the monetary values; (c) these values are enhanced 
by preserving natural conditions and reduced by introducing artificial 
conditions; (d) these values are enhanced by good sportsmanship and a rea-
sonably successful hunt and reduced by poor sportsmanship and continuous 
poor success; (e) these values are enhanced by reasonable control of hunting 
pressure and reduced by lack of control wherever hunting pressure is high; 
and (f.) these values are enhanced by good all-around management which con-
siders the discriminating person and reduced by management designed only 
to meet the current demands of the indiscriminating public. 
Further, it is Council policy to promote and adopt such measures as 
will give greater recognition to quality in (a) the evaluation of projects 
under the Coordination Act; (b) the over-all management of waterfowl; and 
(c) the management of waterfowl on publicly-owned areas. 
CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING QUALITY 
Most people will agree that the sport of wildfowling isn't what it used 
tO be in the 11g00d Old days II but few haVe StOpped to eOnSider Why thiS 
is so or what, if anything, can be done about it. We propose to make a 
start toward such a diagnosis by considering some of the elements which 
have a bearing on quality. 
I:efiniti~n "f C}ualit;-.r 
It might be well to begin this discussion by defining the word 11 quality 11 
as herein used. Webster's definition of quality includes the following 
descriptive terms: class, kind, grade, distinctive trait, power, capacity, 
virtue, excellence of character and attributes. A quality product is one .. 
that contains fine workmanship; one that combines with great skill the raw 
materials from which _the product is constructed. 
Waterfowl managers concoct a product known as 11Wildfowling 11 , which is·· 
the sport of hunting wildfmTl with a shotgun. The two raw materials used 
are the bird and its habitat. These two ingredients of wildfowling can be 
so combined as to provide men with a great deal of pleasure, or used to the 
detriment of both the resource and the recreation provided by it. The end 
' 't,. 
.... 
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product of management's efforts may be a desirable place to pursue the time-
honored sport of wildfowling, or a phony substitute which provides a form 
of outdoor recreation bearing only superficial resemblance to the tradi-
tional sport. 
While the exact specifications for quality are nebulous, the general 
framework within which it exj.sts is clear-cut. Quality hunting requires 
appropriate surroundings, ree.sonable soli t11de, rugged exercise, suspense, 
excitement, and a chance to !it the skill of the hunter against the innate 
cunning of the prey. A quality hunt is one to be remembered with great 
satisfaction whether or not a full legal bag is obtained. 
Difficulties in maintaining satisfactory quality standards are not 
confined to the sport of hunting. Sport fishing interests are similarly 
challenged, as evidenced by an article entitled, "I Got The Limit" which 
appeared in Vol. 5, No. 3, of the Washington State Game Bulletin. In it, 
· an important question about quantity is asked and the answer is given in 
·: terms of quality: 
"How far can we go? When our State's population doubles, which 
it will surely do some day, vTill we halve our-legal limit again? 
There are only so many lakes and streams in the State and these waters 
can support only so many fish, regardless of the number of hatcheries 
or amount of money spent on producing more fish ... Since it is impos-
sible to lceep pace with the fishing pressure as it now exists, and 
creel limits alone are not the answer, it should be obvious that we 
must revive the basic principles of angling, and fish for pleasure 
instead of meat. Sport fishing today is not a means of providing a 
family larder -- it's recreational, by any yardstick used, and all 
that remains is to adapt' ourselves to that fact. 
"Let 1 s think in different terms. Let 1 s think and talk about 
fishing for its own sake ... Let's teach our youth that going fishing 
d~esn 1 t mean getting the most fish, but is instead a pastime of fra-
ternizing with Mother Nature. Let's just let the age old thrill of 
angling for sheer pleasur~ be ~ur creed." 
We do not want to imply that a successful hunting and fishing trip and 
quality are unrelated. Opportunity for success cannot be consistently 
lacking if reasonable standards of quality are to be maintained. The 
point is that small bags of game taken under sporting conditions can provide 
the sportsman with greater satisfaction than a bag limit taken under 
unsp~rting conditions. This is one of the basic principles of qualitative 
management discussed later. 
Quality vs. Quantity 
We undertook this study realizing there is a tendency among many 
practical-minded wildlife officials to write off quality control in modern 
waterf~wl management as a lost cause. Both administrators and waterfowl 
managers are crr.stantl.y harassed by such problems as how to provide m()re 
( 
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t;argets f•r increasing numberd ·•f hu.nters","' despite a stecdy decline in . ., 
producti~n and harvest areas. These pr~blems nf quantity are n~t ~rily. 
real but als0 greatly intensified by ryutside pressures from pe~ple who bot~ 
like t0 hunt and to·tell the c~nservation Department hew its affairs shoula 
be run. Consequently, qualitative pr~blems usually are relegated to the low 
spot ~n the totem pole until they bec~me so serious as to attract widespread 
attention. At that point drastic stop-gap action is often necessary. 
Frequently, problems of quality and quantity are interwoven and must 
be attacked simultaneously. Two of the most publicized incidents in the 
annals of wildlife conservation occurred in this Flyway and will serve t0 
illus~rate how quality-linked problems may reach scandal prop0rtions. 
What may have been 11absolute zero 11 in degraded quality was reached 
shortly before live decoys and baiting were banned. During the twenties, 
a new way was found to make a fast "buck 11 at the expense of the duck. Some- ·. 
body discovered that in some areas, notably the Illinois Valley, live decoy~: 
corn, and tar-paper-lined scoop-outs filled with water formed the makings ~f 
a commercial duck club, sometimes miles from the nearest marsh. Around thes~ 
heavily baited field pens, blinds were built and filled with hunters 0ften -
guaranteed their limits. At a given signal from the operator, the hunters 
emptied their pump guns (no restriction on number of shells) into the flock 
rf mallards. Potting en the water was commonplace. The shoot having ended~ 
the hunter picked up his birds and departed usually with the 15-25 ducks 
permitted at that time. At their peak, 250 field pens were tallied from a 
plane in one Illinois County and a small part of another. This situation 
was halted by mass public indignation and legislation to back it up. 
Within the memory of most of us a previously almost unknown spot ~n the 
map known as Horsesh0e Lake, Illinois, suddenly became infamous far and 
wide as the slaughter pen for Canada geese. This sit~ation finally resulted 
in a complete closure of Canada goose hunting in this Flyway for cne year 
and a drastic revolution in Canada goose management which is still in pro-
gress. That the problem is not completely resolved was apparent to the 
public as well as game managers as recently as last fall when people 
started calling Horicon Marsh, Wisc0nsin, 11another Horseshoe Lake, 11 v-i th 
reference to the situation prevailing in southern Illinois during the early 
f~rties rather than the present situation there. 
From these experiences of former and even recent years, we shculd have ~-
learned this lessen: that management which forgets quality, sooner or later , ( 
must face a day of reckoning. It is far better to balan~e quantitative and 
qualitative considerations as we proceed. 
S~pply vs. Demand 
. . 
There is noway in sight te substantially increase the supply of most 
kinds of 11aterfowl; therefore, 1t seems obvious that if reasonably high 
quality is to be maintained, the demand somehow must be controlled. Demand 
eventually tends to control itself through the law ~f diminishing returns, 
or ca11 be contr.,ll~=>d dl'!ltben:~.t-,.,.ly through the applicati~n "f well-planned 
control measures. 
~ , . ') 
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There are a number .-,r ~ples en pub1ic ln.U'lt.ing areas ..,f deliberately 
~ .. :m'trolled bunting pressure th~t the FlJ"'W'ay. Mostly, however, the law 
•f diminishing· returns is allowed tD •Perate in a mnst unsatisfactqry and 
inefficient manner. This is true because of the strange human psychology 
(discu~sed later) which g~verns whether people do nr do n~t hunt. 
The alternative to allowing hunting pressure to seek its ··nm level is 
to decide how many hunters can be accnmmodated by the resource at given places 
and t.., disceurage participation beyond the saturation point. We realize this 
appr101ach is criticized as und~rnocratic even though it is considered entirely 
proper to\quit selling tickets when all the seats in the stadium ~r baseball 
park are taken. We recognize also that over-regimentation can spoil the fun 
~f hunting just as surely as can over-crowding and unsportsmanlike . cnnduc~ .. 
Nevertheless, we.believe that limiting participation is a far better way 
to prt"tect the many values of this sport than by letting demand increase 
until the recreation loses its attractiveness. It might be well at this 
p~int to review our legal obligations and moral resronsHdli ties as they 
relate to this matter. 
Legal and Moral Respt"nsibili ty 
Some professional wildlife workers seem uncertain when the chips are 
down, whether to place their allegiance with the resource, the public as a 
Wht"le, hunters only, or witp vari~us pressure groups. There should be no 
cause for this dilemma. Fnr b~th moral and legal reasons,. the resource 
itself must come first. Sect~on 2 of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act states 
"unless and except as permitted by.regulations made-as herein provided, it 
shall be unlawful at any time, by any means, or in any manner, to pursue, 
hunt, take, capture, kill ... any migratory bird ... included in the terms 
~f the Conventions ... " Section 3 empowers the Secretary "to determine 
when, to what extent, if at all, and by what means it is c~mpatible with 
the terms t"f the Conventi~ns to allow hunting ... 11 In short, hunting is 
a privilege to be enjnyed only when the level of the population is such 
as to declare a dividend in the· form of a harvest season. Both wildlife 
managers and hunters are inclined to take this privilege for granted but 
they should not. It is to everybody's interest to not t"nly preserve the 
resnurce but alst" to maintain it at a sufficiently high level to permit a 
bountiful ~nnual harvest. 
In view of the fact that hunters contribute more toward waterfowl 
management than any other group, should they,not be entitled to ·~rite 
., . 
their c-:wn ticket?" All United States wildfowlers buy a duck stamp as well 
as a small game license. Saskatchewan hunters all contribute automatically 
to the depredations fund, much of which goes to reimburse farmers for mal-
lard d~~age to crops. Minnesota hunters all contribute a dollar each year 
toward buying wetlands as a fixed part of their license fee. Louisiana 
hunters all contribute to Ducks Unl"imited through their hunting license fee. 
Other hunters donate large amounts to Ducks Unlimited or the Wildlife Manage-
ment Institute or toward the maintenance of an important chunk of duck hab-
itat which they hunt .. ~en't these people entitled to special privileges? 
•. 
. '. 
( 
c 
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Public Law 1024 (Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956) says emphatically "No" by 
stating: 11this Act shall be admin:i.stered with due regard to the inherent 
right of every citizen and re.sident of the United States.,,for his own 
pleasure, enjoyment, and betterment, and vith the intent of maintaining 
and increasing the public opportunity for recreational use of our fish and 
wilcllife resources." 
It boils down to this: the official agencies charced with the manage-
ment of the resource are responsible to the entire ci tizenr~' rather than any 
select group. This mcano that a dem')Cratic appro~ch must be used, avoid-
ing favoritism and discriwination, i! anyth~ng is done deliberately to 
control the number of hunters, ,,h d•l not i:1terpr~t this to mear:, however, 
that the number of p:1rticip~nts in tlds rem:eatiOi.l should be permitted to 
increase to the point that stanoaros fall apart and the recreation itself 
is placed in jeopardy, 
Satisfying the Masses 
Quaii tative values of hunting are threatened H'herever the demand for 
hunting is high and places to hun~ are limited. This is an axiom brought 
about as follows: Public hunting grounds in heavily populated areas are 
patronized to such an extent that hunter success approaches the zero point 
and unsportsmanlike conduct prev~ils among the hunters. T~e only way to 
improve the situation is throush varyint:; degrees of regirr."!ntatiOL1, Under 
such conditions, hunters with strong feelings toward the finer aspects of 
the sport (i.e., the ~:portsr-.en) ha.ve three choices: (1) accer:li the low 
standards provided 1 ( 2) look for greener pastures elsel·rhere 1 or (3) hang 
up their guns. Soon the crowded place is mcnopolized by a throng of novice 
hunters ,.,ho ha•re never knoun anything better, At first the area maneger 
is amazed that his clientele seems satisfied with the poor conditions which 
exist and finally he is convinced that this is democracy in action -- the 
people have spoken so that's the way it must be. There is another possible 
interpretation, more logical in our view, which is illustrated by a recent 
experience in the television industry • 
. . 
In 1959 tbe television industry passed through a st~ge of evolution 
which finally ended in a major scandal. The basic reason: it had boved 
to what seemed to be the wishes of the masses. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., 
Harvard Professor of History, Pulitzer prize-vinner, and one of President 
Kennedy's chief advisors 1 ~rrote an evaluatio:J v:hich bears stronGlY on the 
problem ue are here considering, He ste.ted: "l'he c:ivir:.g~the-p'lblic-,rhat­
it-wants argu"'lcnt fails to t"nswer the Jeeper question of !'!uw p·.~".Jlic w•.:1ts 
came into bei •g. In telev~.cion 1 as in other c.rea.s of our society, we.::n:s 
are induced to a considerJ.1;le degree by what is available; 1 supply cn~etes 
demand.' Giving-the-public-what-i t-vrants is an alibi. Mr. Seldes (Uni-
versity of Penn,) rightly calls it 'pernicious nonsense, since tr.e public 
cannot know how much better it might be served, 1 •• ,('ne must woncler about 
the social wisdom of letting so miraculous ana compr:lling a medium 
degenerate into ·electric vaudeville ••• The fact that trash wins out in the 
.. 
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But, on the other hand, we feel a strong resp~nsibility t~ prevent the 
sp..,rt ~f wildf'l"'''t·rling, which in its MWn slllall way symbolizes America's fr! 
d~m, fr~m degenerating t~ just an~ther pastime completely devoid ~f its 
traditi..,nal attributes. 
.The Code 
Every situation is s~mewhat different in terms Clf hunting :pressure 
space, the supply of birds, and what can be done t~ promote quality but 
there are several basic principles which sh~ld be considered. 
1. Wildfowling is essentially a contest between a wary bird and a 
skillful hunter in an appropriate setting. The sporting element 
is weakened by so managing the quarry that it has n~ ch~ice but 
to become a target for the hunter no matter h~ unskillful he 
may b~. 
2. The hunter exhibits his skill in various ways. He may be able to 
fashion life-like decl"''ys ~r so arrange them in the marsh as to 
.deceive even gun-shy birds. He may know the best place for a bli~ 
):lh.der varir>us '\-Tind conditions or he may· "talk" duck language sc 
~killfully on a call that he brings birds t~ him from great dis-
.· :tances. The coup is a nifty shot which produces a clean kill. 
Quality is reduced when a hunter is prevented fr~m exercising 
these and other traditional skills. 
3· The third basic element is the setting. A duck marsh is just the 
pure and simple. To the extent that a marsh is defiled by signs 
other unnatural objects) the hunter is being shortchanged in his 
· experience . 
4. Sportsmanship is an indispensable aspect of waterfowl hunting. 
Fighting for a place to hunt, sky-busting to beat your neighbor, 
and arguing ever downed birds have no place on a ~uck marsh. 
5· 
Management has definite ways of encouraging or discouraging 
sportsmanship. 
Knowing the birds enhances the sport and provides entertainment 
qoth hunters and non-hunters. It adds quality to the sport and 
impetus to species management when a hunter has the knowledge a 
control to abstain from shooting a protected species or to kill 
drake rather than a hen. 
Super-imposed on these basic principles is the fact that the r 
birds is,) .. imited by production habitat) which is being progressive: 
at the ~~e time the potential for more hunters is rapidly increas 
same poipt. this recreation becomes uninviting to all except the' roo 
oec.ause of poor success and over-crowding. Management wants to pr 
from happening. To do so will require some method of limiting hur 
the method has to be democratic because the whole tradition of hur 
America is based on democracy at its best. This element must be J 
at all cost. j 
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This is ¥There ethics on the part of the managing agency enters the pic-
ture. These agencies are often in a position to grant special favors such 
.as-reserving choice hunting spots for selected individuals or otherwise cheat-
ing~ger~ public. It is the Council's str~ng conviction that favoritism 
is completely out-of-place in the management of this resource and that vio-
lators of this principle should be censured. Instead, the policy must be 
fair treatment to all segments of the hunter population. 
In brief then, this is the situation: the objective of management is 
to preserve both a sport-and a tradition. This sport has certain elements 
which make it entirely different from other sports, even includins the 
superficially similar sport of shooting semi-wild ducks released from a 
tower and trained to fly over the gunner. The basic difference is that 
the wild.bird can draw on its own resourcefulness to avoid being shot, whereas 
the hunter has to draw on his skill to be successful. Management should rec-
ognize and encourage this relationship rather than try to weaken or destroy 
it. 
Hunting is more than simply ki~ing game. Attractive and appropriate 
surroundings are important. Many people.like to hunt waterfowl because 
they find the type of habitat utilized by these birds fascinating. Manage-
men~ should give more thought toward preserving or establishing the proper 
setting. 
A third consideration is the end result -- the trophy. A wild and 
t~e mallard may resemble each other very closely but any hunter will tell 
you that there is no comparison in the satisfacticn derived in bagging these 
co~terparts. The wild bird is and should be regarded as a trophy of the 
hunt. ~1e tame bird is simply a live target. Our job is to manage wild 
birds. ----
Variety is another important feature of wildfowling. It is not uncommon 
to.find four or five species of birds in~ legal daily bag, all challenging 
the hunter's ability to identify them. Management should capitalize on 
this distinction. 
No virtue becnmes a hunter more than sportsmanship in its finest sense 
and management should help foster this idea. Sportsmanship includes re-
straint from shooting species or sexes which need added protection, hence 
the sportsman must learn how to recognize these birds. This is another area 
where management can help. 
In short we, the waterfowl resource administrators and managers, should 
not fear the word "quality." It simply means that we recognize the capa-
bility of management to enhance or detract from the :recreational value of 
the waterfowl :resource. We want to know how to make this form of recreation 
better and in the following section have set down some guidelines for doing 
so. This then is our code. 
( 
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where hunters can average tvro or more ducks each is automatically of 
high quality over- all. As already pointed out, an area must meet other 
standards as well as that of reasonable cuccess. · 
Goose hunting success must be rated differently. It is not part of 
the goose hunting tradition to expect success on every trip afield. 
On the contrary, the deGree of success on most managed public goose 
hunting areas is far higher than that which satisfied old-time goose 
bunters. Since a goose is, or at least should be, considered a trophy 
bird, an average success rate of one per three or four hunter-days 
shauld be adequate. A hunter rrho bags one or two geese per season in 
the proper atmosphere for goose lrunting should feel amply repaid for 
his efforts. Success much higher than this may actually detract from 
quality by making goose hunting too easy, thereby weakening trophy-
value and creating dissatisfaction with any degree of success short 
of the limit. 
3· Rules and Re~lations 
A sport such as hunting demands as much freedom of action and initia-
tive by the participants as possible. Ideally, the bunter should 
have ·the freedom to ·_go and ·c¢me as· be pleases, build his blind where 
conditions cf·that particular day dictate and discover his own way to 
have fun within the framework of a few simple rules. As demands on 
space increase, however, this becomes less and less possible. Time 
after time free;..for-all hunting has become a free-for-all brawl on 
public hunting areas. Even this may .be fun for a certain class of: 
hunter, bUt unless we wish to abandon the whole idea of quality, the 
rights and pleasures of more discriminating hunters must be protected 
by rules and regulations. 
Local problems are too varied to set specific standards. As a guide-
line, however, whatever system provides the hunter with the best chance 
for reasonable solitude and success· under existing conditions is probably 
best for that area. Some specific suggestions on how this problem is 
being handled at present in various parts of the Flyway are given in 
Appendix B. Some special types of regulations are considered below. 
(a) Boats: One of the easiest ways to regulate quality is through 
boat regulations. Nothing can be more annoying to a hunter tryi~g · 
to turn a flock Of wary ducks than the intrusion of a motor boat.· 
Even duck boats can be di"sturbing if there is considerable traffic 
near your blind. On some managed areas the boat disturbance problem 
is handled by- "taxi" service to and from the blind. This method . 
may be efficient but it also destroys an important element of the 
sport. It is not recommended for that reason. 
Restricting traffic to designated boat lanes is another approach. 
So that hunters cannot possibly go astray, lanes are often marked 
with conspicuous signs. This may be necessary in many cases but 
signs are foreign to a duck marsh and should be held to a minimum. 
( 
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Outlawing the use of outboard motors is an effective means of 
making a small marsh seem bigger and of establishing quality zones 
based on effort. Those satisfied with crowded conditions can pull 
into the first empty blind, while those willing to work for the 
privilege of reduced competition will explore the far reaches of 
the marsh. 
Manitoba has gone one step farther and excluded boats entirely 
from certain marshes. Manitoba, in fact, has been a leader in 
the manipulation of boating regulations to preserve the tranquility 
of a marsh during the ureeding season as well as during the hunting 
season. (See Appendix B). 
We recommended a careful review of the boating regulations on all 
public hunting areas vli th a view toward modifying them in the 
interests of improving quality. 
(b) Guns and shells: In the questionn~:i.re·, "s~-busting" was singled 
t'IUt as the greatest nuisance on public hunting-grounds. This can 
take the fun and skill out of the sport for everybody, hence steps 
must be taken to remedy the problem. Furthermore, the growing 
tonnage of lead accumulating in our marshes is a major cause of 
mortality in waterfmrl. Even more important are the crippling 
losses due to careless and inaccurate shooting. Management to 
date has lacked imagination and aggressiveness in combating these 
major problems which are directly traceable to guns, shells, and 
of course the hunter. Studies have shown that the difference 
between killing and crippling a duck largely boils down to 
"delivering a lethal number of pellets 11 to the bird and is not 
simply a question of the kind of equipment used. Bellrose found 
that at 60 yards, unless a duck is hit by at least five No. 4•s 
it is more likely to become a crippling loss than a bird in the 
bag. 
What can be done about this extremely important situation? 
Obvious answers are these: (1) Reduce long-range shooting by what-
ever means are,necessary. This may mean causing a hunter to lose 
the privilege of hunting in an area if he is observed in the act 
of slcy-busting (deliberately shooting time after time at extreme 
range or out-of-range birds) ... Certainly an aggressive I & E 
program is the least that can be done to help. Various 11props" 
may be used to advantage such as life-sized silhouettes placed at 
various distances. (2) Reduce the amount of lead fired at water-
fl'lwl. The most effective approach would be the complete replace-
ment of lead shot by some non-toxic material. This in .itself 
would not reduce the number of shots fired, however. One way to 
accomplish the latter, would be to limit the number of shells used 
·per hunter-day. (At least two Flyway states, Ohio and Indiana, 
are experimentinc with this approach). The pros and cons should be 
considered of reducing the total holding capacity of guns from the 
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present three shells to only two shells. Encouragement of decoy 
shooting through blind spacing will in itself reduce the sky-busting 
problem. , Whatever is required tCI get the job done, sky-busting must 
be reduced significantly not only in the interests of improving 
quality, but also in the interests cf maintaining a harvestable supply 
of birds. 
(c) Dogs: No one will deny that under most conditions a good retriever 
will save cripples. Uncontrolled dogs, however, can become a nuisance 
and for this reason have been outlawed on some public hunting areas. 
Besides.saving cripples a good retriever adds greatly to the pleasure 
of hunting and is a definite contribution.to quality. The use of 
dogs should be encouraged on most public hunting areas with the 
proviso that a hunter who cannot control his dog may lose his hunting 
privileges on the ar.ea. 
(d) Other special regulations: On many managed areas there are places 
where, because of heavy cover or various obstacles, an abnormally high 
proportion of birds shot cannot be recovered. Some parts of an~ · 
area may have bottom conditions on which lead pellets tend to a~cl.im­
ulate later to be consumed by ducks which become poisoned and die. 
A small portion of a managed area may be frequented by ~pecies needing 
special protection. Wastage of these kinds directly competes with 
quality as well as quantity and such areas should be zonec'. against 
hunting as p~t of the management plan for the area. 
4. Hunter behavior, sportsmanship, and training ... • .- .·, 
Courtesy in the duck marsh} like manners in the home or office, is 
the result of environment and not heredity. Hunter behavior reflects .. 
to a large qegree his past experiences. What kind of experience has he 
had on the managed marsh? Perha~s his only association has.been with 
the sky-buster element. If so, :be is almost certainly a sky-buster 
h~self, There is an opportunity on managed areas to encourage good 
sportsmanship by eliminating the conditions which breed poor sportsman-
ship. Novice hunters can be taught some of the behaviorism which c~ 
make o.r break quality hunting. It is up to the managing agency to · 
provide the right climate for proper duck-marsh etiquette. '.· 
Waterfowl identification is an important phase bf the training 
program. How can a hunter '.>e a good sportsman if he shoots at species 
that are protected? Is he not a better sportsman if he passes up hens 
in favor of drakes when there is a scarcity of the former and a sur-
plus of the latter? There is an opportunity on every public hunting 
ground to teach hunters something about duck identification and its 
significance in the management program. This same opportunity extends . 
to all the I & E outlets. Identification and indoctrination· on species' 
status and general conditions are prerequisites to any successful species 
management prcgram, a program which this Council is now featuring in its 
I & E work and which most managers agree is of top priority. 
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this elemental man-earth relatinn with gadgets and middlemen that awareness 
of it is gr...,wing dim... (c) "any experience that stimulates this extension 
-of ethics is culturally valuable 11 (He was referring to land-butchering as 
being unethical and grounds f"r s~cial C'Stracism.) (d) 11any that has the 
opposite effect is culturally damaging. For example, we have many bad 
hunters with good guns. Such a hunter sho~ts a wood duck, and then tramples 
the bejeweled carcass into the mud, lest he fall foul of the law. Such an 
experience is not only devoid of cultural value, it is actually damaging to 
all concerned. It does physical damage to the wood duck, and moral damage 
tc the hunter, and to all fellow hunters who condone him. No sane pers~n 
·could find anything but minus value in such 1 sport 1 • 11 
Leopold asks this pertinent question: "Is culture fed by our present 
forms of outdoor recreation? 11 Dn we foster 11a distinctly American tradi-
tion of self-reliance, hardihood, woodcraft, and marksmanship? 11 
Usually, we build our case for preserving hunting around a framework 
of economic values. Concerning this justification, Leopold wrote as follows: 
11the traffic in.gadgets adds up to astronomical sums, which are soberly 
published as representing the economic values of wildlife. But what of 
cultural values?" 
He described a typical duck hunt on a public marsh thusly: "the decoys 
work, despite the caller; a flock circles in .. It must be shot before it 
circles twice, f"r the marsh bristles with other sportsmen, similarly 
accoutred, who might shoot first.· He opens up at 70 yards, for his poly- ~ 
choke is set for infinity, and the ads have told him that Super-Z shells, 
and plenty of them, have a long reach. The flock flares. A couple of 
cripples scale off to die elsewhere. Is this sportsman absorbing cultural 
value? Or is he just feeding minks?" 
Hany feel that the rapid decline in sporting quality dates back to • ..,...,.--; 
the end of World War II but long before the war ended Leopold wrote, . "not v 
all sports have degenerated to the same extent as duck hunting." 
Who is to blame for this situation? "Vlildlife administrators are too 
busy producing something to shoot at to worry much about the cultural value 
of shcroting. Nor has it dawned on the American sportsman that outdoor ~ 
re~eations are essentially primitive, atavistic; that their value is a 
cnntrast value; that excessive mechanization destroys contrast by moving 
the factory to the woods or to the marsh~' and "the sportsman has no 
leaders to tell him what is wrong." 
Pr~viding a where and when to go service to hunters is another way to 
destroy intangible values, in Leopold's opinion. "Knowledge of the where-
abouts of good hunting and fishing is a very personal form of property. 
To hand it to all and sund17 as free public 'service' seems to me distinctly 
another matter, tending to depersonalize one of the essentially personal 
elements in hunting skill." 
r 
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and predilections, ra~her than by his purse. The bulk of all land rela-
tions hinges on investments of time, ... forethought, skill, and faith 
rather than C\n investments nf case. 11 
"Cease being intimidated by the argument that a right action is impos-
sible because it d~es not yield maximum profits, or that a wrong action is 
to be condoned because it pays." 
As a final telling blow to the strictly materialistic viewpoint, Leopold 
wrote: "In measuring the value of recreation, we are so obsessed with the 
numbers who now participate that we have forgotten all about the intensity 
or quality cf their experience. This obsession is especially prevalent in 
- the land-owning bureaus, which justify their mounting costs and expanding 
domain by their mounting public patronage ... " 
"No man is wise enough to say at just what point the loss in quality 
of recreation outweighs the gain in quantity, but any man with half an ~ 
eye can see on which side the scale the official leadership should throw 
its weight ... From now in it is quality, not quantity, which needs the 
attention of far-seeing administrators ... " 
Aldo Leopold asks all of us this parting direct question: " ... has 
not our employer, the public, a right to demand some degree of skill and 
resourcefulness in pr.~serving the quality. . . despite mass use?" What is . 
our answer? 
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